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Abstract
The pattern avoidance problem seeks to construct a set X Ă Rd with large dimen-
sion that avoids a prescribed pattern. Examples of such patterns include three-term
arithmetic progressions (solutions to x1 ´ 2x2 ` x3 “ 0), or more general patterns of
the form fpx1, . . . , xnq “ 0. Previous work on the subject has considered patterns de-
scribed by polynomials, or by functions f satisfying certain regularity conditions. We
consider the case of ‘rough’ patterns, not necessarily given by the zero-set of a function
with prescribed regularity.
There are several problems that fit into the framework of rough pattern avoidance.
As a first application, if Y Ă Rd is a set with Minkowski dimension α, we construct a
set X with Hausdorff dimension d´α such that X`X is disjoint from Y . As a second
application, if C is a Lipschitz curve, we construct a set X Ă C of dimension 1{2 that
does not contain the vertices of an isosceles triangle.
A major question in modern geometric measure theory is whether sufficiently large sets
are forced to contain copies of certain patterns. Intuitively, one expects the answer to be
yes, and many results in the literature support this intuition. For example, the Lebesgue
density theorem implies that a set of positive Lebesgue measure contains an affine copy of
every finite set. If X Ă Rd has large Hausdorff dimension, then it must contain many points
that lie in a lower dimensional plane section (see e.g. [7, Thm 6.8]). On the other hand,
there is a distinct genre of results that challenges this intuition. Keleti [4] constructs a set
X Ă R that avoids all solutions of the equation x2 ´ x1 “ x4 ´ x3 with x1 ă x2 ď x3 ă x4,
and which consequently does not contain any nontrivial arithmetic progression. Maga [5]
constructs a set X Ă R2 of full Hausdorff dimension such that no four points in X form the
vertices of a parallelogram. The pattern avoidance problem (informally stated) asks: for a
given pattern, how large can the dimension of a set X Ă Rd be before it is forced to contain
a copy of this pattern?
One way to formalize the notion of a pattern is as follows. If d ě 1 and n ě 2 are integers,
we define a pattern to be a set Z Ă Rdn. We say that a set X Ă Rd avoids the pattern Z if
for every n-tuple of distinct points x1, . . . , xn P X , we have px1, . . . , xnq R Z. For example, a
set X Ă Rd avoids the pattern
Z “ tpx1, x2, x3q P R3d : |px1 ´ x2q ^ px1 ´ x3q| “ 0u
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if and only if it does not contain three collinear points. Here u^v denotes the wedge product
of u and v; its length specifies the area of the parallelogram with sides u and v. This length
vanishes if and only if u and v are parallel. Similarly, a set X Ă R2 avoids the pattern
Z “ tpx1, x2, x3, x4q P R8 : |px1 ´ x2q ^ px3 ´ x4q| “ 0, |x1 ´ x2| “ |x3 ´ x4|u
if and only if no four points in X form the vertices of a parallelogram.
A number of recent articles have established pattern avoidance results for increasingly
general patterns. In [6], Ma´the´ constructs a set X Ă Rd that avoids a pattern specified by
a countable union of algebraic varieties of controlled degree. In [2], Fraser and the second
author consider the pattern avoidance problem for countable unions of C1 manifolds.
In this paper, we consider the pattern avoidance problem for ‘rough’ patterns Z Ă Rdn
that are the countable union of sets with controlled lower Minkowski dimension.
Theorem 1. Let d ď α ă dn and let Z Ă Rdn be a countable union of compact sets,
each with lower Minkowski dimension at most α. Then there exists a set X Ă r0, 1qd with
Hausdorff dimension at least pnd´αq{pn´1q such that whenever x1, . . . , xn P X are distinct,
we have px1, . . . , xnq R Z.
Remarks:
1. When α ă d, the pattern avoidance problem is trivial, since X “ r0, 1qd ´ πpZq is full
dimensional and solves the pattern avoidance problem, where πpx1, . . . , xnq “ x1 is a
projection map from Rdn to Rd. The case α “ dn is trivial as well, since we can set
X “ H.
2. When Z is a countable union of smooth manifolds in Rnd of co-dimension m, we have
α “ nd ´m. In this case Theorem 1 yields a set in Rd of dimension pnd ´ αq{pn ´ 1q “
m{pn´1q. This recovers Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 from [2], making Theorem 1 a generalization
of the same. Since Theorem 1 does not require any regularity assumptions on the set
Z, the current paper considers the pattern avoidance problem in contexts that cannot
be addressed using previous methods. Two such applications, new to the best of our
knowledge, have been recorded in Section 5; see Theorems 2 and 3 there.
3. The set X in Theorem 1 is obtained by constructing a sequence of approximations to X ,
each of which avoids the pattern Z at different scales. For a sequence of lengths lk Œ 0,
we construct a nested family of sets tXku, where Xk is a union of cubes of sidelength
lk that avoids Z at scales close to ln. The set X “
Ş
Xk avoids Z at all scales. While
this proof strategy is not new, our method for constructing the sets tXku has several
innovations that simplify the analysis of the resulting set X “ ŞXk. In particular,
through a probabilistic selection process we are able to avoid the complicated queuing
techniques used in [4] and [2], that required storage of data from each step of the iterated
construction, to be retrieved at a much later stage of the construction process.
At the same time, our construction continues to share certain features with [2]. For
example, between each pair of scales lk´1 and lk, we carefully select an intermediate scale
rk. The set Xk Ă Xk´1 avoids Z at scale lk, and it is ‘evenly distributed’ at scale rk: the
set Xk is a union of intervals of length lk whose midpoints resemble (a large subset of)
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an arithmetic progression of step size rk. The details of a single step of this construction
are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we explain how the length scales lk and rk for X
are chosen, and prove its avoidance property. In Section 4 we analyze the size of X and
show that it satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 1.
1 Frequently Used Notation and Terminology
1. A dyadic length is a number l of the form 2´k for some non-negative integer k.
2. Given a length l ą 0, we let Bdl denote the set of all half open cubes in Rd with
sidelength l and corners on the lattice pl ¨ Zqd, i.e.
Bdl “ tra1, a1 ` ls ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rad, ad ` ls : ak P l ¨ Zu.
If E Ă Rd, we let Bdl pEq denote the set of cubes in Bdl intersecting E, i.e.
Bdl pEq “ tI P Bdl : I X E “ Hu.
3. The lower and upper Minkowski dimension of a compact set Z Ă Rd are defined as
dim
M
pZq “ lim inf
lÑ0
logp#Bdl pZqq
logp1{lq and dimMpZq “ lim suplÑ0
logp#Bdl pZqq
logp1{lq .
4. If 0 ď α and δ ą 0, we define the dyadic Hausdorff content of a set E Ă Rd as
Hαδ pEq “ inf
#
mÿ
k“1
lαk : E Ă
mď
k“1
Ik and Ik P Bdlk , lk ď δ for all k
+
.
The α-dimensional dyadic Hausdorff measure Hα on Rd is HαpEq “ limδÑ0Hαδ pEq,
and the Hausdorff dimension of a set E is dimHpEq “ inftα ě 0 : HαpEq “ 0u.
5. Given I P Bdnl , we can decompose I as I1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ In for unique cubes I1, . . . , In P Bdl .
We say I is strongly non-diagonal if the cubes I1, . . . , In are distinct. Strongly non-
diagonal cubes will play an important role in Section 2, when we solve a discrete version
of Theorem 1.
6. Adopting the terminology of [3], we say a collection of sets tUku is a strong cover of
a set E if E Ă lim supUk, which means every element of E is contained in infinitely
many of the sets Uk. This idea will be useful in Section 3.
7. A Frostman measure of dimension α is a non-zero compactly supported probability
measure µ on Rd such that for every cube I of sidelength l, µpIq À lα. Note that
a measure µ satisfies this inequality for every cube I if and only if it satisfies the
inequality for cubes whose sidelengths are dyadic lengths. Frostman’s lemma says that
dimHpEq “ sup
#
α :
there is a Frostman measure of
dimension α supported on E
+
. (1.1)
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2 Avoidance at Discrete Scales
In this section we describe a method for avoiding Z at a single scale. We apply this technique
in Section 3 at many scales to construct a set X avoiding Z at all scales. This single scale
avoidance technique is the building block of our construction, and the efficiency with which
we can avoid Z at a single scale has direct consequences on the Hausdorff dimension of the
set X obtained in Theorem 1.
At a single scale, we solve a discretized version of the problem, where all sets are unions
of cubes at two dyadic lengths l ě s (later, we will choose l “ ln and s “ ln`1). Given a
set E Ď r0, 1qd that is a union of cubes in Bdl , our goal is to construct a set F Ă E that
is a union of cubes in Bds such that F
n is disjoint from the strongly non-diagonal cubes of
Bdns pZq.
In order to ensure the final set X obtained in Theorem 1 has large Hausdorff dimension
regardless of the rapid decay of scales used in the construction of X , it is crucial that F is
uniformly distributed at intermediate scales between l and s. This is the ‘non-concentration’
property discussed below. The next lemma constructs a set F with these properties.
Lemma 1. Fix two distinct dyadic lengths l and s, l ą s. Let E Ď r0, 1qd be a nonempty
union of cubes in Bdl , and let G Ă Rdn be a nonempty union of cubes in Bdns such that
pl{sqd ď #Bdns pGq ď
1
2
pl{sqdn. (2.1)
Then there exists a dyadic length r P rs, ls of size
r „ `l´dsdn#Bdns pGq˘ 1dpn´1q , (2.2)
and a set F Ă E that is a nonempty union of cubes in BdspEq satisfying the following three
properties:
1. Avoidance: For any choice of distinct cubes J1, . . . , Jn P BdspF q, J1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆJn R Bdns pGq.
2. Non-Concentration: For every I 1 P BdrpEq, there is at most one J P BdspF q with J Ă I 1.
3. Large Size: For every I P Bdl pEq, #BdspF X Iq ě #BdrpIq{2 “ pl{rqd{2.
Remark: Item 1 says that F avoids strongly non-diagonal cubes in Bdns pGq. Items 2 and
3 together imply that for every I P Bdl pEq, at least half the cubes I 1 P BdrpIq contribute a
single sub-cube of sidelength s to F ; the rest contribute none.
Proof. Let r be the smallest dyadic length satisfying
r ě R :“ `2l´dsdn#Bdns pGq˘ 1dpn´1q . (2.3)
This choice of r satisfies (2.2). The inequalities in (2.1) ensure that r P rs, ls; more precisely,
the left inequality in (2.1) implies R is bounded from below by s, proving r ě s. On the other
hand, the right inequality in (2.1) shows that R bounded from above by l. The minimality
of r then proves that r ď l.
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For each I 1 P BdrpEq, let JI 1 be an element of BdspIq chosen uniformly at random; these
choices are independent as I 1 ranges over the elements of BdrpEq. Define
U “
ď 
JI 1 : I
1 P BdrpEq
(
,
and
KpUq “ tK P Bdns pGq : K P Un, K strongly non-diagonalu.
Note that the sets U and KpUq are random sets, in the sense that they are depend on the
random variables tJIu. Define
FU “ U ´ tπpKq : K P KpUqu, (2.4)
where π : Rdn Ñ Rd is the projection map px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq P Rdn ÞÑ x1 P Rd. Thus π sends
the cube K1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKn P Bdns to the cube K1 P Bds . Given any strongly non-diagonal cube
J1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Jn P Bdns pGq, either J1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Jn R Bdns pUnq, or J1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Jn P Bdns pUnq. If the
former occurs then J1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Jn R Bdns pF nU q since FU Ă U , while if the latter occurs then
K P KpUq, so J1 R BdspFUq. In either case, J1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Jn R Bdns pF nU q, so FU satisfies Property
1. By construction, U contains at most one subcube J P Bdns for each I P Bdnl pEq. Since
FU Ă U , FU satisfies Property 2. Thus the set FU satisfies Properties 1 and 2 regardless
of which values are assumed by the random variables tJIu. Next we will show that with
non-zero probability, the set FU satisfies Property 3.
For each cube J P BdspEq, there is a unique ‘parent’ cube I 1 P BdrpEq such that J Ă I 1.
Since I 1 contains pr{sqd elements of BdspEq, and JI 1 is chosen uniformly at random from
BdspIq,
PpJ Ă Uq “ PpJI 1 “ Jq “ ps{rqd.
The cubes JI are chosen independently, so if J1, . . . , Jk are distinct cubes in B
d
spEq, then
PpJ1, . . . , Jk P Uq “
#
ps{rqdk if J1, . . . , Jk have distinct parents,
0 otherwise.
(2.5)
Let K “ J1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Jn P Bdns pGq. If the cubes J1, J2, ¨ ¨ ¨Jn are distinct, we deduce from (2.5)
that
PpK Ă Unq “ PpJ1, . . . , Jn P Uq “ ps{rqdn. (2.6)
By (2.6) and linearity of expectation, we have
Ep#KpUqq “
ÿ
KPBdns pGq
PpK Ă Unq
ď #Bdns pGq ¨ ps{rqdn
ď “ld{2‰ r´d,
where the last inequality is just a restatement of (2.3). In particular, there exists at least
one (non-random) set U0 such that
#KpU0q ď Ep#KpUqq ď 1
2
pl{rqd. (2.7)
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In other words, FU0 Ă U0 is obtained by removing at most 12pl{rqd cubes in Bds from U0. For
each I P Bdl pEq, we know that
#BdspI X U0q “ pl{rqd.
Combining this with the previous observation, we arrive at the estimate
#BdspI X FU0q “ #BdspI X FU0q ´#Bds
“
I X πpKpU0qq
‰
ě #BdspI X FU0q ´#BdspπpKpU0qqq
ě #BdspI X FU0q ´#BdspKpU0qq ě
1
2
pl{rqd.
In other words, FU0 satisfies Property 3. Setting F “ FU0 completes the proof.
Remarks:
1. While Lemma 1 uses probabilistic arguments, the conclusion of the lemma is not a prob-
abilistic statement. In particular, one can find a suitable F constructively by checking
every possible choice of U (there are finitely many) to find one particular choice U0 which
satisfies (2.7), and then defining F by (2.4). Thus the set we obtain in Theorem 1 exists
by purely constructive means.
2. At this point, it is possible to understand the numerology behind the Hausdorff dimension
bound dimHpXq ě pnd´ αq{pn´ 1q from Theorem 1. We will pause to do so here before
returning to the proof of Theorem 1. For simplicity, suppose that Z Ă Rdn satisfies
#Bdns pZq ď Cs´α for every s P p0, 1s, (2.8)
where C ą 0 is a fixed constant. Let l “ 1, let E “ r0, 1qd, let s ą 0 be a small parameter.
If s is chosen sufficiently small compared to d, n, α, and C, then (2.1) is satisfied, and we
can apply Lemma 1 to find a dyadic scale r „ s dn´αdpn´1q and a set F that avoids the strongly
non-diagonal cubes of Bdns pZq. The set F is a union of approximately r´d „ s´
dn´α
n´1 cubes
of sidelength s. Informally, the set F resembles a set with Minkowski dimension α when
viewed at scale s.
The set X constructed in Theorem 1 will be obtained by applying Lemma 1 iteratively at
many scales. At each of these scales, X will resemble a set of Minkowski dimension dn´α
n´1
.
A careful analysis of the construction (performed in Section 4) shows that X actually has
Hausdorff dimension at least dn´α
n´1
.
3. Lemma 1 is the core method in our avoidance technique. The remaining argument is
fairly modular. If, for a special case of Z, one can improve the result of Lemma 1 so that
r is chosen on the order of sβ{d, then the remaining parts of our paper can be applied
near verbatim to yield a set X with Hausdorff dimension β, as in Theorem 1.
3 Fractal Discretization
In this section we will construct the set X from Theorem 1 by applying Lemma 1 at many
scales. The goal is to find a nested decreasing family of discretized sets tXku and to set
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X “ ŞXk. One condition guaranteeing that X avoids Z is that Xnk is disjoint from strongly
non-diagonal cubes in Zk.
Lemma 2. Let Z Ă Rdn, let tZku be a sequence of sets that strongly cover Z, and let tlku
be a sequence of lengths converging to zero. For each index k, let Xk be a union of cubes in
Bdlk . Suppose that for each k, X
n
k avoids strongly non-diagonal cubes in B
dn
lk
pZkq. Then for
any distinct x1, . . . , xn P
Ş
Xk, we have px1, . . . , xnq R Z.
Proof. Let z P Z be a point with distinct coordinates z1, . . . , zn. Define
∆ “ tpw1, . . . , wnq P Rdn : there exists i ‰ j such that wi “ wju.
Then dp∆, zq ą 0, where d is the Hausdorff distance between ∆ and z. Since tZku strongly
covers Z, there is a subsequence tkmu such that z P Zkm for every index m. Since lk Œ 0 and
thus lkm Œ 0, if m is sufficiently large then
?
dnlkm ă ∆ (note that
?
dnlkm is the diameter
of a cube in Bdnlkm ). For such a choice of m, we have that if I P Bdnlkm pZkmq is the (unique)
cube in Bdnlkm containing z, then I X ∆ “ H. But this means I is strongly non-diagonal.
Since Xkm avoids the strongly non-diagonal cubes of Zkm, we conclude that z R Xnkm . In
particular, z R Ş8k“1Xk.
We are now ready to construct the set X in Theorem 1. Recall that Z Ă Rdn is a
countable union of compact sets, each with lower Minkowski dimension at most α. Thus we
can write
Z “
8ď
i“1
Yi with dimMpYiq ď α for each i.
Recall that in the statement of Theorem 1, we assumed that α ě d. However, it might be the
case that some of the sets Yi have lower Minkowski dimension smaller than d. We will deal
with this minor annoyance as follows. Let H Ă r0, 1qdn be a set satisfying #Bdnl pHq ě l´d
for each l P p0, 1s (for example, H could be the intersection of r0, 1qdn with a finite union
of d-dimensional hyperplanes). Let tiku be a sequence of integers that repeats each integer
infinitely often and define Zk “ Yik YH. The sequence of sets tZku is a strong cover of Z;
each set Zk has lower Minkowski dimension at most α and satisfies the bound
#Bdnl pZkq ě l´d for all l P p0, 1s. (3.1)
Our next task is to specify the length scales tlku. We define these scales inductively,
predicated on a sequence of small constants ǫk Œ 0 that is fixed at the outset. We will
choose the sequence ǫk Œ 0 so that dn ´ α ´ 2ǫk ą 0 for each k. Define l0 “ 1. Suppose
that the length scales l0, . . . , lk´1 have been chosen. Define Since dimMpZkq ď α, Definition
3 implies that there exist arbitrarily small lengths l which satisfy
#Bdnl pZkq ď l´α´
εk
2 . (3.2)
In addition, we can choose l “ lk small enough to satisfy
ldn´α´εk ď 1
2
ldnk´1, and (3.3)
lǫk ď l2dk´1. (3.4)
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3.1 Construction of X
Lemma 3. Given a sequence of dyadic length scales lk obeying (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) as
above, there exists a sequence of sets tXku and a sequence of dyadic intermediate scales rk
obeying the following properties. Each set Xk is a union of cubes in B
d
lk
pXk´1q that avoids
the strongly non-diagonal cubes of Bdnlk pZkq. Furthermore, for each index k ě 1 we have
lk ď rk ď lk´1, (3.5)
rk À l
dn´α´ǫk
dpn´1q
k , (3.6)
#BdlkpXk X Iq ě
1
2
plk´1{rkqd for each I P Bdlk´1pXk´1q, (3.7)
#BdlkpXk X I 1q ď 1 for each I 1 P BdrkpXk´1q. (3.8)
Proof. We will proceed to construct Xk by induction, using Lemma 1 as building block. Set
X0 “ r0, 1qd. Next, suppose that the sets X0, . . . , Xk´1 have been defined. Our goal is to
apply Lemma 1 to E “ Xk´1 and G “ Zk with l “ lk´1 and s “ lk. This will be possible
once we verify the hypothesis (2.1), which in this case takes the form
plk´1{lkqd ď #Bdnlk pZkq ď
1
2
plk´1{lkqdn . (3.9)
The right hand side follows from inequalities (3.2) and (3.3). On the other hand, (3.1) and
that fact that lk, lk´1 ď 1 implies that
plk´1{lkqd ď l´dk ď #Bdnlk pZkq,
establishing the left inequality in (3.9). Applying Lemma 1 as described above now produces
a dyadic length
r „ `l´dk´1ldnk #Bdnlk pZkq˘ 1dpn´1q (3.10)
and a set F Ă Xk´1 that is a union of cubes in Bdlk . The set F satisfies Properties 1, 2, and
3 from the statement of Lemma 1. Define rk “ r and Xk “ F . The estimate (3.6) on rk
follows from (3.10) using the known bounds (3.2) and (3.4):
rk À
`
l´dk´1l
dn´α´
ǫk
2
k
˘ 1
dpn´1q “ `l´dk´1l ǫk2k ldn´α´ǫkk ˘ 1dpn´1q “ `l´2dk´1lǫkk ˘ 12dpn´1q l dn´α´ǫkdpn´1qk À l dn´α´ǫkdpn´1qk .
The requirements (3.7) and (3.8) follow from Properties 3 and 2 of Lemma 1 respectively.
Now that we have defined the sets tXku, we set X :“
Ş
Xk. SinceXk avoids strongly non-
diagonal cubes in Zk, Lemma 2 implies that if x1, . . . , xn P X are distinct, then px1, . . . , xnq R
Z. To finish the proof of Theorem 1, we must show that dimHpXq ě dn´αn´1 . This will be
done in the next section.
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4 Dimension Bounds
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we must show that dimHpXq ě dn´αn´1 . In view of (1.1),
we will do this by constructing a Frostman measure of appropriate dimension supported on
X .
We start by defining a premeasure on
Ť8
i“1 B
d
li
r0, 1qd. Set µpr0, 1qdq “ 1. Suppose now
that µpIq has been defined for all cubes in Ťk´1i“1 Bdlir0, 1qd, and let J P Bdlk . Let I P Bdlk´1 be
the ‘parent cube’ of J (i.e. I is the unique cube in Bdlk´1 with J Ă I). Define
µpJq “
"
µpIq{#BdlkpXk X Iq if J Ă Xk,
0 otherwise.
(4.1)
Observe that for each index k ě 1 and each I P Bdlk´1,ÿ
JPBd
lk
pIq
µpJq “
ÿ
JPBd
lk
pXkXIq
µpJq “ µpIq. (4.2)
In particular, for each index k we have ÿ
IPBlk
µpIq “ 1.
By a standard argument involving the Caratheodory extension theorem [1, Proposition 1.7],
the premeasure µ extends to a measure on the Borel subsets of r0, 1qd. Note that for each
k ě 1, supppµq Ă Xk. Thus µ is supported on
Ş
Xk “ X . To complete the proof of Theorem
1 we will show that µ is a Frostman measure of dimension dn´α
n´1
´ ǫ for every ǫ ą 0.
Lemma 4. For each k ě 1 and each J P BdlkpXq,
µpJq À l
dn´α
n´1
´ηk
k , where ηk “
n ` 1
2pn´ 1qǫk Œ 0 as k Ñ8.
Proof. Let J P Bdlk and let I P Bdlk´1 be the parent of cube of I. Since µ is a probability
measure, we have µpI 1q ď 1. Combining (4.1), (3.7), (3.6), and (3.4) we obtain
µpJq ď 2r
d
k
ldk´1
µpIq ď 2r
d
k
ldk´1
À l
dn´α´ǫk
n´1
k
ldk´1
“ l
dn´α
n´1
´ηk
k
`
l
ǫk
2
k {ldk´1
˘ ď l dn´αn´1 ´ηkk .
Corollary 1. For each k ě 1 and each I 1 P BdrkpXk´1q,
µpI 1q À prk{lk´1qdl
dn´α
n´1
´ηk´1
k´1 . (4.3)
Proof. Let us fix a cube I 1 P BdrkpXk´1q, and let I denote its unique parent cube in Bdlk´1pXk´1q.
According to (3.8), I 1 contains at most one cube in BdlkpIq; let us denote this cube by JpI 1q
if it exists. Then the mass distribution rule given by (4.1) dictates that
µpI 1q “ µpXk X I 1q “
#
µpJpI 1qq “ µpIq{#BdlkpXk X Iq if #BdlkpXk X Iq “ 1,
0 otherwise.
Using the estimate (3.7) and applying Lemma 4 to I P Bdlk´1pXq, we arrive at the claimed
bound (4.3).
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Lemma 4 and Corollary 1 allow us to control the behavior of µ at all scales.
Lemma 5. For every α P rd, dnq, and for each ǫ ą 0, there is a constant Cǫ so that for all
dyadic lengths l P p0, 1s and all I P Bdl , we have
µpIq ď Cǫl
dn´α
n´1
´ǫ. (4.4)
Proof. Fix ǫ ą 0. Since ηk Œ 0 as k Ñ 8, there is a constant Cǫ so that l´ηkk ď Cǫl´ǫk for
each k ě 1 (for example, we could choose Cǫ “ l´ηk0k0 , where k0 is the largest integer for
which ηk0 ă ǫ). Next, let k be the (unique) index so that lk`1 ď l ď lk. We will split the
proof of (4.4) into two cases, depending on the position of l within rlk`1, lks.
Case 1: If rk`1 ď l ď lk, we can cover I by pl{rk`1qd cubes in Bdrk`1. By Corollary 1,
µpIq À pl{rk`1qdprk`1{lkqdl
dn´α
n´1
´ηk
k
“ pl{lkqdl
dn´α
n´1
´ηk
k
ď l dn´αn´1 pl{lkq
α´d
n´1 l
´ηk
k
ď l dn´αn´1 ´ηk
ď Cǫl dn´αn´1 ´ǫ.
(4.5)
The penultimate inequality is a consequence of our assumption α ě d.
Case 2: If lk`1 ď l ď rk`1, we can cover I by a single cube in Bdrk`1. By (3.8), each cube
in Bdrk`1 contains at most one cube I0 P Bdlk`1pXk`1q, so by Lemma 4,
µpIq ď µpI0q À l
dn´α
n´1
´ηk`1
k`1 ď Cǫl
dn´α
n´1
´ǫ
k`1 ď Cǫl
dn´α
n´1
´ǫ ď Cǫl
dn´α
n´1
´ǫ.
Applying Frostman’s lemma to Lemma 5 gives dimHpXq ě dn´αn´1 ´ ǫ for every ǫ ą 0,
which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
5 Applications
As discussed in the introduction, Theorem 1 generalizes Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from [2]. In
this section, we present two applications of Theorem 1 in settings where previous methods
do not yield any results.
5.1 Sum-sets avoiding specified sets
Theorem 2. Let Y Ă Rd be a countable union of sets of Minkowski dimension at most
β ă d. Then there exists a set X Ă Rd with Hausdorff dimension at least d ´ α such that
X `X is disjoint from Y .
Proof. Define Z “ Z1 Y Z2, where
Z1 “ tpx, yq : x` y P Y u and Z2 “ tpx, yq : y P Y {2u.
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Since Y is a countable union of sets of Minkowski dimension at most β, Z is a countable
union of sets with lower Minkowski dimension at most d ` β. Applying Theorem 1 with
n “ 2 and α “ d` β produces a set X Ă Rd with Hausdorff dimension 2d´ pd` βq “ d´ β
avoiding Z. We claim that X ` X is disjoint from Y . To see this, first suppose x, y P X ,
x ‰ y. Since X avoids Z1, we conclude that x` y R Y . Suppose now that x “ y P X . Since
X avoids Z2, we deduce that X XpY {2q “ H, and thus for any x P X , x`x “ 2x R Y . This
completes the proof.
5.2 Subsets of Lipschitz curves avoiding isosceles triangles
In [2], Fraser and the second author prove that if γ Ă Rn is a simple C2 curve with non-
vanishing curvature, then there exists a set S Ă γ of Hausdorff dimension 1{2 that does not
contain the vertices of an isosceles triangle. Using Theorem 1, we generalize this result to
Lipschitz curves.
Theorem 3. Let g : r0, 1s Ñ Rn´1 be Lipschitz. Then there is a set X Ă r0, 1s of Hausdorff
dimension 1{2 so that the set tpt, gptqq : t P Xu not contain the vertices of an isosceles
triangle.
Proof. Choose M ą 0 so that for all s, t P r0, 1s, we have }gpsq´ gptq} ďM |s´ t|, where } ¨ }
denotes the Euclidean norm inRn´1. Let f : r0, 1s Ñ Rn´1 be given by fptq “ gp x
10M
q´gp0q.
Then f is 1{10-Lipschitz and the graph of f is contained in r0, 1sn. Define
Z “ tpx1, x2, x3q P r0, 1s3 : px1, fpx1qq, px2, fpx2qq, px3, fpx3qq form
the vertices of an isosceles triangleu.
We will show that Z has lower Minkowski dimension at most 2. Fix 0 ă δ ă 1. It suffices
to show that
#B3δ pZq À δ´2 logp1{δq. (5.1)
We have
#B3δ pZq “
ÿ
I1PB1δpr0,1sq
#tI2, I3 P B1δ pr0, 1sq : I1 ˆ I2 ˆ I3 P B3δ pZqu
“
ÿ
I1PB1δpr0,1sq
logp1{δqÿ
k“0
ÿ
I2PB1δ pr0,1sq
distpI1,I2q„δ2k
#tI3 P B1δpr0, 1sq : I1 ˆ I2 ˆ I3 P B3δpZqu.
In the above expression we abuse notation slightly and say that distpI1, I2q „ δ if I1 “ I2;
this will not affect our estimates.
Note that for each I1 P B1δ pr0, 1sq, there are roughly pδ2kq{δ “ 2k intervals I2 P B1δ pr0, 1sq
with distpI1, I2q „ δ2k. Thus to establish (5.1), it suffices to prove that for each I1 P B1δ pr0, 1sq
and each I2 P B1δ pr0, 1sq with distpI1, I2q „ δ2k, we have
#tI3 P B1δ pr0, 1sq : I1 ˆ I2 ˆ I3 P B3δ pZqu À 2´k{δ. (5.2)
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For each distinct p, q P r0, 1sn, define
Hp,q “
 
z P Rn : `z ´ p` q
2
˘ ¨ pp´ qq “ 0(.
This is the hyperplane passing through the midpoint of p and q that is perpendicular to the
line passing through p and q. We will call Hp,q the perpendicular bisector of p and q.
Fix a choice of intervals I1 and I2 with distpI1, I2q „ δ2k. Let I˜1 and I˜2 denote the twofold
dilates of I1 and I2, respectively. Note that if I3 P B1δ pr0, 1sq with I1 ˆ I2 ˆ I3 P B3δ pZq, then
there are points xj P I˜j, i “ 1, 2, 3 so that
px3, fpx3qq P Hpx1,fpx1qq,px2,fpx2qq.
Consider the set
SI1,I2 “ r0, 1sn X
ď
x1PI˜1
x2PI˜2
Hpx1,fpx1qq,px2,fpx2qq.
For each x1 P I˜1 and x2 P I˜2, the line passing through px1, fpx1qq and px2, fpx2qq makes an
angle ď 1{10 with the e1 direction. Thus the hyperplane Hpx1,fpx1qq,px2,fpx2qq makes an angle
ď 1{10 with the hyperplane spanned by the e2, . . . , en directions. Since I˜1 and I˜2 are intervals
of length ď 3δ that are „ δ2k separated, SI1,I2 is contained in the „ 2´k neighborhood of a
hyperplane that makes an angle ď 1{10 with the e2, . . . , en directions.
Suppose that x3, x
1
3 P r0, 1s satisfy
px3, fpx3qq P SI1,I2 and px13, fpx13qq P SI1,I2. (5.3)
Since f is 1{10-Lipschitz, we must have
|fpx3q ´ fpx13q| ď
1
10
|x3 ´ x13|.
On the other hand, by (5.3) and the fact that SI1,I2 is contained in the „ 2´k neighborhood
of a hyperplane that makes an angle ď 1{10 with the e2, . . . , en directions, we have
|fpx3q ´ fpx13q| ě 10|x3 ´ x13| ´Op2´kq.
we conclude that |x3 ´ x13| À 2´k. This establishes (5.2). We conclude that (5.1) holds,
so Z has lower Minkowski dimension at most 2.
By Theorem 1, there is a set X1 Ă r0, 1s of Hausdorff dimension 1{2 so that for each
distinct x1, x2, x3 P X, we have px1, x2, x3q R Z. This is precisely the statement that for each
x1, x2, x3 P X , the points px1, fpx1qq, px2, fpx2qq, and px3, fpx3qq do not form the vertices of
an isosceles triangle. To complete the proof, let X “ X{p10Mq.
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